Spatial People Density Estimation from Multiple Viewpoints by Memory Based Regression
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Abstract—Crowd analysis using cameras has attracted much attention for public safety and marketing. Among techniques of the crowd analysis, we focus on spatial people density estimation which estimates the number of people for each small area in a floor region. However, spatial people density cannot be estimated accurately for an area far from the camera because of the occlusion by people in a closer area. Therefore, we propose a method using a memory based regression method with images captured from cameras from multiple viewpoints. This method is realized by looking up a table that consists of correspondences between people density maps and crowd appearances. Since the crowd appearances include situations where various occlusions occur, an estimation robust to occlusion should be realized. In an experiment, we examined the effectiveness of the proposed method.

I. INTRODUCTION

Crowd analysis has attracted much attention for public safety and marketing. Also, in recent years, it has become necessary to analyze a large volume of video data recording the activity of a crowd according to the widespread of surveillance cameras due to the increase of security awareness. Automatic analysis of such crowd videos is in demand because its manual analysis takes time and effort. Among techniques of the crowd analysis, we focus on spatial people density estimation using cameras. This is a technique which estimates the spatial distribution of the number of people from an input image as shown in Fig. 1. This will be beneficial to marketing because it is possible to obtain more detailed information such as the difference of the number of people between regions.

Various methods have been proposed to count people or track people for crowd analysis. As people counting methods using multiple cameras, a method using the detection results of a specific shape such as a human face [1], a regression based method using the relationship between image features and the number of people [2], and a method by counting people passing through a virtual gate defined manually on a screen [3] have been proposed. However, these methods do not consider how the people are spatially distributed in the camera’s field of view because they aim to estimate just the number of people in it. On the other hand, for people tracking, a method using body parts [4], and methods by matching the same people between different cameras with no overlapped region in their fields of view [5][6] have been proposed. However, these methods are not aiming for people density estimation.

When estimating spatial people density from surveillance cameras, it will be difficult to do so accurately for an area far from the camera because of the occlusion by people in a closer area. To overcome this difficulty, we propose a method using a memory based regression method with...
To occlusion by using only this single camera. On the other hand, if we captured the same people from Camera 2, we can perceive the people distribution correctly as the image shown in Fig. 2(c).

An approach which uses an overhead camera can also be employed in order to solve a similar problem easily. However, we did not take this option since we considered that circumstances that allow the installation of such cameras are limited.

In the following sections, we first describe the proposed spatial people density estimation method in Section II. We then explain the experiments and discuss the results in Section III. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section IV.

II. PEOPLE DENSITY ESTIMATION BY MEMORY BASED REGRESSION

The proposed method estimates the number of people for each of the small areas divided in a floor region. Hereafter, this area is called a “floor division area”. In the following, we divide a floor region into $3 \times 3$ floor division areas as shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 4 shows the process flow of the proposed method. The proposed method consists of a training image generation phase, a table construction phase, and a people density

---

**Fig. 4.** Process flow of the proposed method.

**Fig. 3.** Example of the division of a floor region.
estimation phase. In the training image generation phase, training images are generated by an image synthesis strategy. In the table construction phase, image features are extracted from the training images. Then, they are registered to a table together with the corresponding people density map. In the people density estimation phase, the spatial people density is estimated by looking up the image features of input images in the table.

Although the proposed method can employ more than three cameras, in the following sections, we will explain the detailed procedure in the case of two cameras, for simplicity.

A. Training image generation phase

Training images are generated by the following process. Figure 5 shows the process flow of this phase.

1) Capture images of various scenes in advance where from 1 to 4 people exist in each floor division area.
2) Crop human regions manually from the captured images.
3) Synthesize the cropped human images to a background image to generate training images. The training images are generated for all people density maps that are used for the table construction in the next phase. Human regions cropped from each floor division area are overlapped from back to front according to a given people density map. Figure 6 shows an example of a generated training image. From this figure, we can see that the overlapping people between front and back floor division areas are naturally synthesized.
4) The process described above is performed for both of the two cameras.

B. Table construction phase

The table of density maps and features is constructed by the following process.

1) Extract image features from the space over each floor division area of the training images. Here, we divide the space over a floor division area into three blocks as shown in Fig. 7. We call the divided spaces as “space division block”. This is because the properties of image features obtained from different parts of the body are different. From each space division block, we extract the following three image features: the number of pixels in the foreground, the number of edge pixels in the foreground, and the number of boundary pixels between the foreground and the background. Figure 8 shows an example of these image features. The number of the dimensions of a feature vector is \(3 \times 9 \times 3 \times 2 = 162\).

2) Reduce the dimensions of the extracted features. The PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method is used in order to select efficient features from the extracted features. Here, features whose eigenvalue is higher than 1 are used as principal components.
3) Construct a table of correspondences between the people density maps and the feature vectors after the dimension reduction.

C. People density estimation phase

People density is estimated by the following process.

1) Input images from two cameras that are configured at the same positions as in the table construction phase.
2) Extract the image features from the input images and perform dimension reduction in the same manner as the table construction phase.

3) Find $k$-nearest neighbors of the input feature vector by comparing the input vector with vectors in the constructed table. Here, we used $k$-nearest neighbors instead of the nearest neighbor for the density estimation because different people density maps may have similar features.

4) Calculate the weighted sum of the people density maps corresponding to the $k$-nearest feature vectors as the estimation result. The weights are calculated based on the distances between feature vectors.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In order to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted an experiment on spatial people density estimation.

A. Experimental setup

Figure 9 shows the configuration of the two cameras and the floor division areas. In this experiment, we divided the floor region with a size of $300 \times 300$ cm$^2$ into $3 \times 3$ floor division areas. We used a foreground extraction method [7] and an edge detection method [8] for the image feature extraction. We set the parameter $k = 7$ for the $k$-nearest neighbors in the people density estimation phase. Mean absolute error of estimation results was used as an evaluation criteria. 184 images of from one to thirteen people which were captured simultaneously by two cameras were used as test data. The maximum number of people in a floor division area was four. Figure 10 shows an example of the test data. To generate the training images, we captured five images (one image each from zero to four people) for each of the nine floor division areas. Figure 11 shows the comparison of the estimation errors by floor division areas.
division areas. As a result, the number of training images was $5^3 = 1,953,125$ in total.

We used a comparative method that estimates the number of people for each floor division area independently. This method learns the relationship between the extracted features and the number of people by a second order polynomial regression model in advance and performs the estimation using the learned model for each floor division area.

### B. Results

Figure 11 compares the estimation errors by floor division areas between the proposed method and the comparative method. These graphs show that the accuracy of the proposed method was better than that of the comparative method for all floor division areas. This is because in the comparative method, it was difficult to estimate the people density accurately because of occlusion. On the other hand, in the proposed method, the table included situations where various
occlusion occurred, which led to better accuracy. Therefore, we confirmed that the proposed method could estimate the density accurately even when an occlusion occurs, as intended.

Figure 12 shows an example of a situation when the proposed method performed the estimation accurately. Figure 12(a) shows the estimation errors by floor division areas, and Figs. 12(b) and 12(c) show the input image and the image generated from the correct people density map, respectively. We considered that the accuracy was high in this situation because the appearances of the input image and the generated image were similar. On the other hand, Fig. 13 shows an example of a situation when the proposed method failed to estimate the accuracy by floor division areas, and Figs. 13(b) and 13(c) show the input image and the image generated from the correct people density map, respectively. We can see that the appearance of these images are very different due to the difference of people positions and clothes even if they shared the same people density map. In the proposed method, the accuracy could degrade in such cases. This is because in this experiment, we used few original images for each situation in a floor division area to synthesize the training images. We consider that this problem could be dealt with by increasing the variation of the original images.

Figure 14 shows the relationship between the estimation error and the parameter \( k \). The parameter \( k \) is the parameter of \( k \)-nearest neighbors in the people density estimation phase. This graph shows that the error becomes the minimum when \( k = 7 \). Therefore, we chose \( k = 7 \) as the parameter in the experiment.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a method for spatial people density estimation from multiple viewpoints by memory based regression. Specifically, the proposed method achieves people density estimation for each small area in a floor region by looking up the input image features in a table, which consists of correspondences between the people density maps and the input image features that are extracted from synthesized training images.

In the experiment, the estimation accuracy of the proposed method was evaluated. From its result, we confirmed the effectiveness of the proposed method compared to the comparative method.

Future work will include the increase of the variations of the synthesized images and the use of other image features.
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